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CONSULTING SERVICES
Overview
As technologies upgrade time after time, decoding IT complexities becomes an evolving
challenge. Our mission to 'Make IT simple'ensures 360o support across your entire IT
environment.
Kryptos' consulting servicesassist enterprises and SMEs develop and gain a competitive edge.
Our solutionoriented approach to consulting helps enterprises develop a businessready IT

With Kryptos' consulting services you gain
1. Technology advisory services
2. Industry best practises
3. Strong compliance roadmap
4. Better ROI
5. Multitechnology SME
6. 360o IT assessment
7. Lifecycle management

Our offerings
Consulting Practice
IT Asset Audit & Management

Consulting Practice

Our consulting practices and approach are proven in the collaborative solutions we provide. The
advent of Cloud as a major IT driver, coupled with other technology advancements, makes IT
decisionmaking very complex. With deep industry knowledge and experience, we support

Technology Advisory Services
Kryptos technology advisory services employ Industry best practices and solution roadmaps
targeted to manage a client's entire IT lifecycle. CTOsand CIOs benefit from SME (subject matter
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The areas of our expertise include


Cloud  public, private and hybrid



Messaging and collaboration suites



Network and security



Voice and telephony integration



Backup and replication



Multitenant platforms (shared IT)



Infrastructure management (IMS) practice and platform integration

Assessment and Capacity Planning
Consultants leverage Kryptos overall expertise in solution design and architecture, and 24/7
management to assist customers with reviews of their IT system. We support them in the
appraisal of potential problems and frame the requisite IT opportunities to solve them.
We help in achieving the following values:


Risk Analysis



ROI / TCO or CostBenefit Analysis



IT Optimization



Capacity Planning

Solution Design & Architecture
Kryptos provides solution design and architecture for the entire IT Infrastructure spectrum. The
crux of our success lies in understanding your business needs, leveraging existing IT
investments, and incorporating practical solutions with industry best practices. Our architects
provide expert leadership and advice to assist you in using IT optimally to advantageously

IT Asset Audit and Management
Obtaining and maintaining an accurate track of all software and hardware inventory is one of
the daunting challenges faced in IT. At Kryptos,our expertise and processdocumentation assist

IT Audit
Our IT audit services involve 3600 collation and tagging of all IT assets. This is essential for an
organisation to understand current status of its IT inventory. We create compliance and
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IT Asset Management
Compliance is a huge responsibility. IT asset management services from Kryptos ensure that
governance rules are adhered to and documented in a timely manner. Asset tracking and
management plays a tactical role in ITbuying and improving inventory controls.
Whether in a central location or spread across a global enterprise, our IT asset and audit
practices help in


Documenting asset and ownerships



Detecting loss



Mitigatingrisk



Ensuring driveup compliance

Software Asset Management
1. Document available software licenses and tag use rights
2. Create awareness aboutsoftware compliance guidelines
3. Mitigate risk associated with noncompliance
4. Enforce governance of software use
5. Consult in reducing cost over unused assets and propose right sizing
6. Provide needanalysis and newpurchase support

For more information, contact: sales@kryptostech.com
For more information about Kryptos visit: www.kryptostech.com
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